Metabolic risk assessment of Indian women with polycystic ovarian syndrome in relation to four Rotterdam criteria based phenotypes.
Though polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) is associated with multiple metabolic abnormalities, the metabolic risk profile of various PCOS phenotypes is still debated. Here we sought to compare the clinical, biochemical and metabolic parameters among the different PCOS phenotypes and controls. A total of 394 newly diagnosed PCOS women and 108 controls were enrolled consecutively. PCOS women were divided into four phenotypes based on the presence of two of the following Rotterdam criteria: oligo/anovulation (O), hyperandrogenism (H), and polycystic ovaries (P): A (O + H + P), B (O + H), C (H + P), D (O + P). Phenotype A (55.8%) was the most common phenotype in the PCOS cohort. Prevalence of metabolic syndrome was highest in phenotype A and B compared to other two phenotypes and controls. The clinical, biochemical and metabolic characteristics, of phenotypes A and B, were similar, but phenotype A had higher hirsutism score and androgen level. Phenotype C had intermediate metabolic characteristics between A and controls whereas phenotype D had the mildest metabolic abnormalities among the four phenotypes. Significant predictors for metabolic syndrome within the PCOS cohort are waist circumference >80 cm, hypertension, fasting glucose >100 mg/dL, HDL-cholesterol <50 mg/dL and triglyceride >150 mg/dL (p < 0.001). Indian PCOS women with Phenotype A and B lie at increased metabolic risk compared to other phenotypes. Phenotypic classification of PCOS women may facilitate more effective application of screening and treatment strategies for high-risk metabolic phenotypes.